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Abstract
We introduce T-Basis, a novel concept for a com-
pact representation of a set of tensors, each of an
arbitrary shape, which is often seen in Neural Net-
works. Each of the tensors in the set is modeled
using Tensor Rings, though the concept applies
to other Tensor Networks. Owing its name to the
T-shape of nodes in diagram notation of Tensor
Rings, T-Basis is simply a list of equally shaped
three-dimensional tensors, used to represent Ten-
sor Ring nodes. Such representation allows us to
parameterize the tensor set with a small number of
parameters (coefficients of the T-Basis tensors),
scaling logarithmically with each tensor’s size
in the set and linearly with the dimensionality
of T-Basis. We evaluate the proposed approach
on the task of neural network compression and
demonstrate that it reaches high compression rates
at acceptable performance drops. Finally, we ana-
lyze memory and operation requirements of the
compressed networks and conclude that T-Basis
networks are equally well suited for training and
inference in resource-constrained environments
and usage on the edge devices. Project website:
obukhov.ai/tbasis.
1. Introduction
Since the seminal work of Krizhevsky et al. (2012), neu-
ral networks have become the “go-to” approach for many
research fields, including computer vision (Redmon et al.,
2016; He et al., 2017a; Chen et al., 2018a), medical image
analysis (Ronneberger et al., 2015; Kamnitsas et al., 2017),
natural language processing (Graves et al., 2013; Devlin
et al., 2019), and so on. This tremendous success can largely
be attributed to a combination of deeper architectures, larger
datasets, and better processing units. It is safe to say that
neural networks have gradually turned into deep networks
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that contain millions of trainable parameters and consume
lots of memory. For example, the ResNet-101 model (He
et al., 2016) has 44M parameters and requires 171MB of
storage, while the VGG-16 model (Simonyan & Zisserman,
2015) has 138M parameters and requires 528MB of stor-
age. Most importantly, further advancements in network
performance seem to go hand-in-hand with a corresponding
increase in the network size.
On the other hand, over the last few years, we have been
witnessing a steady transition of this technology to indus-
try. Thus, it is becoming a pressing problem to deploy
the best-performing deep networks to all kinds of resource-
constrained devices, such as mobile robots, smartphones,
wearables, and IoT devices. These systems come with re-
strictions in terms of runtimes, latency, energy, and memory
consumption, which contrasts with the considerations be-
hind the state-of-the-art approaches. At the same time, the
lottery ticket hypothesis (Frankle & Carbin, 2019) and sev-
eral other works (Denil et al., 2013; Ba & Caruana, 2014)
suggest strong evidence that modern neural networks are
highly redundant, and most of their performance can be
attributed to a small fraction of the learned parameters.
Motivated by these observations, network compression has
been proposed in the literature to arrive at smaller, faster, and
more energy-efficient neural networks. In general, network
compression techniques can be grouped into the following
categories: pruning, hashing, quantization, and filter/tensor
decomposition – we provide a detailed discussion of each
category in Sec. 2. In our work, we build upon the tensor
decomposition front, and in particular, the Tensor Ring
(TR) decomposition (Zhao et al., 2016), due to its high
generalization capabilities when compressing convolutional
(and fully-connected) layers (Wang et al., 2018). Formally,
TR decomposes a high-dimensional tensor as a sequence
of third-order tensors that are multiplied circularly. For
example, a 3× 3 convolutional kernel with 16 input and 32
output channels, i.e., a 16 × 32 × 3 × 3 tensor with 4608
entries, may admit a parameterization using TR with rank
2, defined by 4 tensors of the sizes 2× 16× 2, 2× 32× 2,
2× 3× 2, 2× 3× 2 with only 4(16 + 32 + 3 + 3) = 216
total entries. However, a common drawback of existing
TR approaches on network compression, like TRN (Wang
et al., 2018), is that they have to estimate an individual TR
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factorization for each tensor (i.e., layer) in the network.
In this paper, we go beyond this limitation and introduce
T-Basis. In a nutshell, instead of factorizing the set of ar-
bitrarily shaped tensors in the neural network, each with
a different TR representation and independent parameters,
we propose to learn a single basis for the whole network,
i.e., the T-Basis, and parameterize the individual TRs with a
small number of parameters – the coefficients of the T-Basis.
We organize our paper as follows. In Sec. 3, we present the
concept of T-Basis (Sec. 3.2) and its application to the com-
pression of convolutional neural networks (Sec. 3.3). Sec. 4
is devoted to implementation details such as initialization
procedure (Sec. 4.2) and complexity estimates (Sec. 4.3).
The numerical results are presented in Sec. 5.
2. Related Work
Pruning Pruning methods attempt to identify the less im-
portant or redundant parameters in a trained neural network
and prune them, to reduce the inference time while retaining
performance. Han et al. (2015; 2016) proposed to prune
‘low impact’ neurons, while other approaches focused more
on pruning filters/channels (Li et al., 2017; Gordon et al.,
2018; Yang et al., 2018), as the latter leads to more regular
kernel shapes (Li et al., 2019b). Structured sparsity con-
straints (Alvarez & Salzmann, 2016; Zhou et al., 2016a;
Wen et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2017) have typically been em-
ployed to achieve the desired level of pruning. They usually
enforce channel-wise, shape-wise, or depth-wise sparsity in
the neural network. Alternatively, He et al. (2017b) used
Lasso regression-based channel selection and least square
reconstruction, and Yu et al. (2018) proposed a Neuron
Importance Score Propagation algorithm. In general, of-
fline pruning suffers from the need to fine-tune the pruned
network to mitigate the performance drop, while online
pruning requires to properly balance the regularization and
task losses, which is not straightforward. Moreover, Liu
et al. (2019) recently questioned the usefulness of prun-
ing, claiming that similar, or even better, results could be
achieved by training an equivalent network from scratch.
Hashing In the context of neural networks, hashing can
be used to create a low-cost mapping function from network
weights into hash buckets that share a single parameter value
for multiple network weights. Based on this observation,
Chen et al. (2015) proposed HashNets that leverage a hash-
ing trick to achieve compression gains. Follow-up works
leveraged different techniques (i.e., Bloomier filters) for
the weight encoding (Reagan et al., 2018) or developed
more efficient ways to index the hashing function (Spring &
Shrivastava, 2017). Recently, Eban et al. (2020) proposed
using multiple hashing functions to partition the weights
into groups that share some dependency structure, leading
to considerable compression gains. However, in hashing
methods, once the hashing function is created, it can not
easily be adapted, which limits the network’s transfer and
generalization ability.
Quantization Another straightforward technique to re-
duce the size of a neural network is by quantizing its weights.
Popular quantization schemes include lower precision (Wu
et al., 2016; Jacob et al., 2018; Faraone et al., 2018; Nagel
et al., 2019), binary (Courbariaux et al., 2015; 2016; Raste-
gari et al., 2016; Zhou et al., 2016b), or even ternary (Zhu
et al., 2017) weights. Quantization and hashing are orthog-
onal to other compression techniques, including ours, and
can be used in conjunction with them to achieve further
compression gains – one example is (Han et al., 2016).
Filter decomposition Motivated by Denil et al. (2013)
who showed the existence of redundancy in the network
weights, researchers utilized low-rank matrix decomposi-
tion techniques to approximate the original filters. Denton
et al. (2014) investigated different approximations (e.g.,
monochromatic, bi-clustering) as well as distance metrics
for the kernel tensor of a filter, Jaderberg et al. (2014) pro-
posed to decompose a k×k filter into a product of k×1 and
1× k filters, while Zhang et al. (2015) considered the recon-
struction error in the activations space. The aforementioned
low-rank decompositions operate on a per-filter basis (i.e.,
spatial or channel dimension). However, Peng et al. (2018)
showed that better compression could be achieved if we ex-
ploit the filter group structure of each layer. Li et al. (2019b)
expanded upon this idea by further learning the basis of
filter groups. Overall, filter decomposition is a limited case
of tensor decompositions described below, and hence these
works can typically achieve only moderate compression.
Tensor decomposition Similarly to filter decomposition,
various low-rank parameterizations can be utilized for
weight tensors of a convolutional neural network (Su et al.,
2018). For example, tensor decompositions such as the
CP-decomposition (Hitchcock, 1927) and the Tucker de-
composition (Tucker, 1963) (see review (Kolda & Bader,
2009)) have been used for compression purposes (Lebedev
et al., 2015; Kim et al., 2016). Tensor Networks (TNs) with
various network structures, like MPS, PEPS and MERA,
have been proposed in the literature – we refer the reader
to (Oru´s, 2019; Grasedyck et al., 2013) for an overview. One
popular structure of TNs for neural network compression
is Tensor-Train (TT) (Oseledets, 2011), which is equivalent
to MPS. TT decomposes a tensor into a set of third-order
tensors, which resembles a linear “train” structure, and has
been used for compressing the fully-connected (Novikov
et al., 2015) or convolutional (Garipov et al., 2016) layers
of a neural network. Another structure of TNs, with ar-
guably better generalization capabilities (Wang et al., 2017),
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is Tensor-Ring (TR) (Perez-Garcia et al., 2007; Khoromskij,
2011; Espig et al., 2011; Zhao et al., 2016). TR has been
successfully used to compress both the fully connected and
convolutional layers of DNNs (Wang et al., 2018). The pro-
posed T-Basis extends upon the TR concept, enabling the
compact representation of a set of arbitrarily shaped tensors.
3. Method
We set out to design a method for neural network weights
compression, which will allow us to utilize weights sharing,
and at the same time, have a low-rank representation of
layers’ weight matrices. Both these requirements are equally
important, as controlling the size of the shared weights
pool permits compression ratio flexibility, while low-rank
parameterizations are efficient in terms of the number of
operations during both training and inference phases.
A common drawback of many weight sharing approaches
is the non-uniform usage of the shared parameters across
the layers. For example, in (Li et al., 2019b) the “head”
of the shared tensor is used in all blocks, while the “tail”
contributes only at the latter stages of CNN. Likewise, (Eban
et al., 2020) exploit a hand-crafted weight co-location policy.
With this in mind, our method’s core idea is to promote
uniform parameter sharing through a basis in the space of
tensor ring decompositions, which would require only a few
per-layer learned coefficient parameters.
We introduce the notation in Sec. 3.1, then we formulate
T-Basis for a general set of tensors in Sec. 3.2, and for con-
volutional neural network (CNN) compression in Sec. 3.3.
3.1. Preliminaries
We use the following notation for terms in equations: a –
scalars; a – matrices; aij – element of a matrix a ∈ Rm×n
in the position (i, j), i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, j ∈ {1, . . . , n};
A (or A) – tensors; A(i1, i2, ..., id) or Ai1,i2,...,id – ele-
ment of a d-dimensional tensor A ∈ RN1×···×Nd in the
position (i1, i2, ..., id) ∈ I, where I = I1 × · · · × Id,
Ik = {1, . . . , Nk}. We also write d(A) = d.
We say that a tensor A ∈ RN1×···×Nd is represented using
the TR decomposition if ∀(i1, i2, ..., id) ∈ I
A(i1, i2, ..., id) =
R1,...,Rd∑
r1,...,rd=1,
rd+1≡r1
d∏
k=1
Ck(rk, ik, rk+1), (1)
where Ck ∈ RRk×Nk×Rk+1 , Rd+1 = R1 are called cores.
We refer toR = (R1, . . . , Rd) as the TR-rank. Note that (1)
is called tensor train decomposition if R1 = 1.
The decomposition (1) can be conveniently illustrated us-
ing tensor diagrams. Let with d edges denote a d-
dimensional array, where each edge corresponds to one
C1
r1
i1
C2
r2
i2
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r3
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Figure 1. A graphical representation of the TR decomposition of
A ∈ RN1×···×N5 . Node Ck and the (three) adjacent edges rep-
resent a three-dimensional array with entries Ck(rk, ik, rk+1),
r6 = r1, ik ∈ Ik rk ∈ {1, . . . , Rk}. The edge between two
nodes Ck and Ck+1 represents summation along the index rk+1.
index ik ∈ Ik in (i1, . . . , id) ∈ I. For example, repre-
sents a matrix illustrating the fact that each matrix element
depends on two indices. If an edge connects two nodes,
there is a summation along the corresponding index. There-
fore, a matrix-vector product can be represented as .
Thus, equality (1) can be illustrated in Fig. 1 (for d = 5): on
the left-hand side, there is a five-dimensional arrayA, while
on the right-hand side, there are five three-dimensional cores
connected in a circular fashion (ring).
3.2. T-Basis for a Set of Tensors
Suppose we are given a set of L tensors
A` ∈ RN×···×N , d(A`) = d`, ` ∈ {1, . . . , L}, (2)
each given by the TR decompositions with the cores C(`)k .
We additionally assume that R1 = · · · = Rd = R, which is
often done when utilizing the TR decomposition.
For the set of tensors defined above, we introduce T-Basis:
a set of B three-dimensional arrays Bβ ∈ RR×N×R, β ∈
{1, . . . , B} such that every core can be represented using
this basis. In other words, we impose the condition that all
the TR-cores C(`)k belong to a T-Basis subspace defined as
TB def=
{ B∑
β=1
λβBβ
∣∣∣ λβ ∈ R} ⊆ RR×N×R. (3)
As a result, for each `, there exists a matrix of coefficients
α(`) ∈ Rd`×B :
C(`)k =
B∑
β=1
α
(`)
kβ Bβ , k ∈ {1, . . . , d`}. (4)
Note that such a basis always exists with B =
dim(RR×N×R) = NR2. Nevertheless, a noticeable re-
duction in storage is possible when B  NR2, which is
the case in all our experiments.
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To introduce additional flexibility to the model, we utilize
diagonal matrices ρ(`)k ∈ RR×R termed rank adaptors, be-
tween every pair of adjacent cores:
A`(i1, ..., id) =
R,...,R∑
r1,...,rd=1,
rd+1≡r1
d∏
k=1
(ρ
(`)
k )rkrkC(`)k (rk, ik, rk+1).
The purpose of rank adaptors is two-fold. First, we want
parameters of the basis and coefficients to be initialized
using a normal distribution (Sec. 4.2) and not have them
diverged too much from it, which serves the purposes of
better training stability and facilitates T-Basis transfer (e.g.,
taking a pre-trained basis and using it as is to parameterize
and train a different network). This goal may not be entirely
achievable through the learned T-Basis coefficients. Second,
as seen in SVD decomposition of a matrix A = USV>,
singular values correspond to its Frobenius norm, and their
magnitude defines which columns ofU andVmatrices have
a bigger contribution in the product. Thus rank adaptation
can be seen as an attempt to promote extra variability in
the tensor ring compositions space. Similarly to SVD, we
experimented with different constraints on the values of
rank adapters, and found out that keeping them non-negative
gives the best results, as compared to having them signed, or
even not using them at all; see Sec. 5. The resulting T-Basis
concept with the rank adapters is illustrated in Fig. 2.
Storage requirements Let us estimate the storage re-
quirements for the T-Basis compared with TR decompo-
sition. Assume that d1 = · · · = dL = d. To represent all
the arrays A`, ` ∈ {1, . . . , L}, one needs to store L coef-
ficient matrices of the sizes d × B, Ld diagonals of rank
adapters, and the basis itself. At the same time, TR decom-
positions ofA` require storing dL cores of sizesR×N×R.
Therefore, the storage ratio r of the two approaches is
r =
memT-Basis
memTR
=
LdB + LdR+BNR2
dLNR2
=
=
B
NR2
+
1
NR
+
B
dL
= rα + rρ + rB.
Typical values in the numerical experiments: B ∈
{1, . . . , 128}, N ∈ {4, 9}, R ∈ {2, . . . , 32}, L =
#NN-layers = {32, 56} in ResNet CIFAR experiments,
d` ≤ 10, leading to r−1 ≤ 200.
Remark 1 Let S be the number of weights in the largest
layer of a CNN. Then, the total storage of the whole network
is at worst LS. Simultaneously, for a fixed T-Basis, storing
coefficients and rank adapters requires only O(L logn S).
Next, we will discuss the procedure of preparing layers of a
CNN to be represented with the shapes as in (2).
3.3. T-Basis for CNN Compression
One layer of a convolutional neural network (CNN) maps
a tensor X ∈ RW×H×Cin to another tensor Y ∈
R(W−K+1)×(H−K+1)×Cout with the help of a tensor of
weights W ∈ RCout×Cin×K×K , such that
Y(w, h, i) =
K,K,Cin∑
p,q,j=1
W(i, j, p, q)X(w+p−1, h+q−1, j) (5)
for all w ∈ {1, . . . ,W −K+1}, h ∈ {1, . . . ,H−K+1},
and i ∈ {1, . . . , Cout}. Here Cout and C in are the numbers
of output and input channels; K is the filter size.
Let us first assume that
C in = Cout = nd, K = n. (6)
This specific condition allows us to tensorize (reshape) the
tensor of weights W into a 2(d+ 1)-dimensional array W˜
of size n× n× · · · × n such that
W˜(i1, . . . , id, j1, . . . , jd, p, q) =W(i, j, p, q), (7)
where ik, jk ∈ {1, . . . , n} and are uniquely defined by
i = 1 +
d∑
k=1
(ik − 1)nd−k, j = 1 +
d∑
k=1
(jk − 1)nd−k.
We will write i = i1 . . . id, j = j1 . . . jd for brevity. It
is known (Oseledets, 2011) that tensor decompositions of
matrices using scan-line multi-indexing (where factors of j
follow factors of i) often require a larger rank between the
last factor of i and the first factor of j than between other
pairs. Therefore, we use permutation of indices:
W˜(i1, j1, . . . , id, jd, p, q) =W(i, j, p, q). (8)
C(`)1 ∈TB C(`)2 ∈TB . . . C(`)d`∈TBρ(`)1 ρ(`)2 . . . ρ
(`)
d`
Figure 2. A graphical representation ofA`, ` ∈ {1, . . . , L} using the T-Basis concept. EachA` is represented using TR-decompositions
with TR-cores belonging to TB defined in (3). Diagonal matrices ρ(`)k ∈ RR×R with positive diagonal entries allow for rank adaptation.
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Finally, we do pairwise index merging that reshapes W˜ to a
(d+ 1)-dimensional tensorW ∈ Rn2×n2×···×n2 :
W(i1j1, . . . , idjd, pq) =W(i, j, p, q). (9)
Thus, we can already represent layers satisfying C in` =
Cout` = n
d` and K = n by reshaping tensors of weights
W` by analogy with (9) and applying the proposed T-Basis
concept (Sec. 3.2) with N = n2.
Nevertheless, for most of the layers, the assumption (6)
does not hold. To account for general sizes of the layers, we
first select n ≥ K and pad each W`, ` ∈ {1, . . . , L} to an
envelope tensor Wn` of the shape n
d` × nd` × n× n with
d` = max
{⌈
logn C
out
`
⌉
,
⌈
logn C
in
`
⌉}
, (10)
where d·e is the ceiling operator. After that, we apply the
T-Basis parameterization to the set of tensorsWn` . Case of
n < K can be handled similarly with padding, tensorization,
and grouping of factors of convolutional filter dimensions.
We proceed to learn the joint parameterization of all layers
through a two-tier parameterization (T-Basis and Tensor
Rings), in an end-to-end manner. During the forward pass,
we compute per-layer TR cores from the shared basis and
per-layer parameters, such as coefficients and rank adapters.
Next, we can either contract the TR cores in order to obtain
envelope tensors Wn` , or we can use these cores to map an
input tensor X directly. In both cases, we zero out, crop, or
otherwise ignore the padded values.
4. Implementation
Based on the conventions set by the prior art (Novikov et al.,
2015; Garipov et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2018), we aim
to perform reparameterization of existing Neural Network
architectures, such as ResNets (He et al., 2016), without
altering operator interfaces and data flow. As a by-product,
T-Basis layers can be either applied in the low-rank space
or decompressed into the full tensor representation of layer
weights and applied regularly (see Sec. 4.3).
4.1. Reparameterization of Neural Networks
We start reparameterization by creating T-Basis tensors Bβ ,
β ∈ {1, . . . , B} from hyperparameters B, R, and N . We
analyze these hyperparameters in Sec. 5; however, a few
rules of thumb for their choice are as follows:
• N matching the size of spatial factors of convolutional
kernels is preferred (9 for networks with dominant 3×3
convolutions, 4 for non-convolutional networks);
• Linear increase of R leads to a quadratic increase in
the size of T-Basis, but only a linear increase in the
size of parameterization. We found that increasing the
rank gives better results than increasing basis in almost
all cases;
• Linear increase of B leads to a linear increase of sizes
of T-Basis and weights parameterization and should be
used when the rank is saturated. For obvious reasons,
the size of the basis should not exceed NR2.
Next, we traverse the neural network and alter convolutional
and linear layers in-place to support T-Basis parameteriza-
tion. Specifically, for each layer, we derive tensorization,
permutation, and factors grouping plans (Eq. (8), (9), (10))
for weight tensor, and substitute the layer with the one pa-
rameterized by α(`) and ρ(`). Similarly to the previous
works, we keep biases and BatchNorm layers intact, as their
total size is negligible. We also make an exception for the
very first convolutional layer due to its small size and pos-
sible inability to represent proper feature extraction filters
when basis or rank sizes are small.
4.2. Initialization
Proper weight initialization plays a vital role in the con-
vergence rate and quality of discovered local minima. Fol-
lowing the best practices of weight initialization (He et al.,
2015), we wish to initialize every element of the weight
tensors W` by sampling it as an i.i.d. random variable
from N (0, σ2` ), where σ` is determined from the shape of
weight tensor. However, now that each weight tensor is rep-
resented with internal coefficients α(`), ρ(`)k , and T-Basis
tensors Bβ shared between all layers, we need a principled
approach to initialize these three parameter groups. To sim-
plify derivation, we initialize all rank adapters ρ(`) with
identity matrices. Assuming that the elements of Bβ and
α(`) are i.i.d. random variables sampled fromN (0, σ2B) and
N (0, σ2
α(`)
) respectively, the variance of the weight tensors
elements is given as follows:
Var
(
C(`)k (·)
)
= Var
 B∑
β=1
α
(`)
kβ Bβ(·)
 = Bσ2Bσ2α(`)
(11)
and
Var
(
W(`)(i1, ..., id)
)
=
= Var
(
R,...,R∑
r1,...,rd=1
d∏
k=1
C(`)k (rk, ik, rk+1)
)
=
= Rd
(
Bσ2Bσ
2
α(`)
)d
=
(
BR σ2Bσ
2
α(`)
)d ≡ σ2` .
(12)
Equations (11) and (12) tie up variance of basis tensor el-
ements with variances of coefficients matrices elements
across all layers. To facilitate T-Basis reuse, we choose
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σB as a function of basis size and rank, and the rest of the
variance is accounted in σα(`) :
σ2B = (BR)
−1, σ2α(`) = σ
2/d
` (13)
We perform initialization in two steps. First, we initialize
the basis and coefficients parameters using (13). Next, for
each layer `, we compute the variance of its elements and
perform variance correction by scaling the matrix α(`).
4.3. Convolutional Operator and its Complexity
For simplicity, we assume in this section that the size of
a convolutional layer satisfies assumption (6) and denote
C ≡ C in = Cout. Let us discuss how to implement (5) pro-
vided that the tensor of weightsW is given by the proposed
T-Basis approach. In this case, there are two possibilities:
(1) assemble the tensor W from its TR cores, then calcu-
late the convolution regularly, or (2) perform convolution
directly in the decomposed layer’s low-rank space.
Decompression In the former case, we need to assemble
W ∈ Rn2×···×n2 (9) with d(W) = d + 1 = logn C +
1 (10) from its TR decomposition. Let us estimate the
complexity of this operation. The building block of this
procedure is the contraction of two neighboring tensors from
the tensor network diagram: given A ∈ RR×N1×···×Nd×R
and a tensor B ∈ RR×Nd+1×···×ND×R, we compute (A×
B) ∈ RR×N1×···×ND×R introduced as
(A×B)(α, i1, . . . , iD, β) def=
R∑
γ=1
A(α, i1, . . ., id, γ)B(γ, id+1, . . . , iD, β),
which requires O(R3N1 . . . ND) operations. To com-
pute W , we perform multilevel pairwise contractions ×
of the cores. Namely, we first evaluate Ck := ρk × Ck,
k ∈ {1, . . . , d + 1} (here we consider the R × R diag-
onal rank adaptor matrices ρk as R × 1 × R tensors to
apply the × operation), which leads to O(dR2n2) opera-
tions due to the diagonal structure of ρk. Then we com-
pute C12 = C1 × C2, C34 = C3 × C4, . . . , which re-
quires O((d/2)R3n4) operations. On the next level, we
compute C1234 = C12 × C34, C5678 = C56 × C78, ...,
which, in turn, has O((d/4)R3n8) complexity. Assum-
ing for simplicity that d = 2k − 1 for some k ∈ N
and after repeating the procedure (k − 1) times, we ob-
tain two arrays C1...(d+1)/2 and C((d+1)/2+1)...(d+1) that
share the same rank indices. Using them, we can compute
W in R2n2d operations. Since computing C12...(d+1)/2
and C((d+1)/2+1)...(d+1) costs O(R3nd) and since d =
logn C and we chose n = K, the total complexity is
O(R3nd+1 +R2n2d+2) = O(R3CK +R2C2K2).
Direct mapping Alternatively, we can avoid assembling
the full weight tensor and manipulate directly the input
tensorX (5), the TR-cores Ck and the rank adapter matrices
ρk. Particularly, we need to calculate the sum
Y(w, h, i1 . . . id) =
K,K,C∑
p,q,j=1
W(i1j1, . . . , idjd, pq)
X (w+p−1, h+q−1, j1, . . . , jd)
(14)
where we reshaped X of the size W × H × C to an
array X of the size W × H × n × · · · × n such that
X (w, h, j1, . . . , jd) = X(w, h, j1 . . . jd). In (14) we will
first sum over the index j1, which is present only in the first
core C1 of the tensorW :
Y1(w, h, i1, j2, . . . , jd, r1, r2) =
n∑
j1=1
C1(r1, i1j1, r2)X (w, h, j1, . . . , jd),
which costs O(WHR2nd+1) operations. Next step is to
sum over r2 and j2, which are present in Y1, C2 and in ρ2:
Y2(w, h, i1, i2, j3, . . . , jd, r1, r3) =
n,R∑
j2,r2=1
(ρ2)r2r2C2(r2, i2j2, r3)Y1(w, h, i1, . . . , jd, r1, r2),
which, in turn, costs O(WHR3nd+1). Similarly, sum-
mation over rk and jk, k = 2, . . . , d will result in
the same complexities. The complexity of the last step
(k = d + 1) is O(WHK2R2nd). Thus, the total com-
plexity is O(WHR2nd(dRn + K2)), which is equal to
O(WHR3C logC) for fixed n = K.
5. Experiments
In this section, we investigate the limits of neural network
compression with the T-Basis parameterization. Most of the
results are shown on the task of image classification, and a
smaller part on the semantic image segmentation. Thus, we
demonstrate that the approach is suitable for a wide range
of network sizes — from small to deep residual ones and
various tasks.
We evaluate model compression as the ratio of the number
of independent parameters of the compressed model (includ-
ing incompressible – those are not subject to compression
as discussed in Sec. 4.1), and the uncompressed baseline. It
is worth reiterating, that techniques like parameter quantiza-
tion, hashing, or further representing T-Basis tensors using
low-rank representations, can be seen as complementary
techniques, and may lead to even better compression rates.
On top of the conventional compression ratio, we also report
the ratio of the number of compressed model parameters
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Figure 3. Top1 Accuracy vs Model Compression Ratio for LeNet5
on MNIST classification. The compression ratio is given with re-
spect to the number of learned parameters. We report compression
with and without basis. Each data point is annotated with basis size
and rank. Our method outperforms in-place Tensor Ring weights
allocation scheme and Global Sparse Momentum under extended
training protocol. Legend: Wide Compression (TR) (Wang et al.,
2018), Global Sparse Momentum SGD (Ding et al., 2019)
excluding basis, to the number of uncompressed parameters.
This value gives an idea of the basis–coefficients allocation
trade-off and provides an estimate of the number of added
parameters in a multi-task environment with the basis shared
between otherwise independent task-specific networks.
In all the experiments, we train incompressible parameters
with the same optimizer settings as prescribed by the base-
line training protocol. For the rest of the learned parameters,
we utilize Adam (Kingma & Ba, 2015) optimizer in classifi-
cation tasks and SGD in semantic segmentation. For Adam,
we found that 0.003 is an appropriate learning rate for most
of the combinations of hyperparameters. We noticed that
larger sizes of basis require lower learning rates in all cases.
We perform linear LR warm-up for 2000 steps in all experi-
ments, and gradient clipping with L2 norm at 5.0. For SGD
and semantic segmentation, we train all parameters with
the baseline settings. We report Top-1 accuracy for clas-
sification experiments and mean Intersection-over-Union
(mIoU) for semantic segmentation. All reported values
are the best metrics obtained over validation sets during
the whole course of training. All experiments were imple-
mented in PyTorch and configured to fit entirely into one
conventional GPU with 12 or 16GB of memory during train-
ing. Due to GPUs being more efficient with large monolith
tensor operations, we chose to perform decompression of
T-Basis parameterization at every training step, followed by
a regular convolution, as explained in Sec. 4.3. At inference,
decompression is required only once upon initialization.
5.1. A Note on Training Time
Training protocols of reference CNNs are designed with re-
spect to convergence rates of the uncompressed models (He
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Figure 4. Comparison of learned and pseudo-random T-Basis ap-
proaches on MNIST digits classification with LeNet5. The perfor-
mance of the learned basis cannot be reached by the pRNG basis,
even with a large basis size (shown in datapoints annotations).
et al., 2016; Simonyan & Zisserman, 2015). Many works
(Chen et al., 2018b) bootstrap existing feature extractors
pre-trained on ImageNet (Krizhevsky et al., 2012), which
helps them to reduce training time1 (He et al., 2019).
In most neural network compression formulations, cus-
tomized architectures cannot be easily initialized with pre-
trained weights. Hence longer training time is required for
compressed models to bridge the gap with reference models.
The increases in training time seen in the prior art can be as
high as 12× (Ding et al., 2019); others report training “until
convergence” (Eban et al., 2020).
Following this practice, we report the performance of a
few experiments under the extended training protocol and
conclude that longer training time helps our models in the
absence of a better than random initialization.
5.2. Small Networks: LeNet5 on MNIST
We follow the training protocol explained in (Wang et al.,
2018): 20 epochs, batch size 128, network architecture with
two convolutional layers with 20 and 50 output channels
respectively, and two linear layers with 320 and 10 out-
put channels, a total of 429K in uncompressed parameters.
Fig. 3 demonstrates performance of the specified LeNet5
architecture (LeCun et al., 1998) and T-Basis parameteri-
zation with various basis sizes and ranks. When training
for 240 epochs, significant performance improvements are
observed, and the model becomes competitive with (Ding
et al., 2019), using the same extended training protocol.
Ablation study: Pseudo-random T-Basis A natural
question arises whether T-Basis basis needs to be a part
of the learned parameters – perhaps we could initialize it
1Training time, longer, or shorter terms are used in the context
of the number of training iterations or epochs.
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Figure 5. Top1 Accuracy vs. Model Compression Ratio for
ResNet-32 on CIFAR-10 image classification. Our method outper-
forms in-place Tensor Ring weights allocation scheme (Wang et al.,
2018), and is on par or better than other state-of-the-art methods.
Legend: COP (Wang et al., 2019), Factorized Conv. Filters (Li
et al., 2019a), CircConv (Liao & Yuan, 2019), Structured Multi-
Hashing (Eban et al., 2020), Wide Compression (TR) (Wang et al.,
2018), Width Multiplier (Eban et al., 2020).
Figure 6. Rank adapters, corresponding to each convolutional or
linear layer of ResNet-32 (except for the first convolution). Each
group has dimensions R times d`, (sorted, normalized to [0,1]
within group). Rank adapters of the linear layer have a smoother
decay, which suggests a higher-rank representation is learned.
with a pseudo-random numbers generator (pRNG) with a
fixed seed (the fourth integer value describing all elements
of such T-Basis other than B, R, and N) and only learn α
and ρ parameters? Fig. 4 attempts to answer this question.
In short, pRNG T-Basis approach is further away from the
optimality frontier than its learned counterpart.
5.3. Medium Networks: ResNets on CIFAR datasets
CIFAR-10 (Krizhevsky & Hinton, 2009) and ResNet-32 (He
et al., 2016) are arguably the most common combination
seen in network compression works. This dataset consists
of 60K RGB images of size 32x32, split into 50K train and
10K test splits. ResNet32 consists of a total of 0.46M in
uncompressed parameters. Similarly to the prior art, we
train our experiments until convergence for 500 epochs with
batch size 128, initial learning rate 0.1, and 50%-75% step
LR schedule with gamma 0.1. The results are shown in
Fig. 5. As in the previous case, our method outperforms in-
place Tensor Ring weights allocation scheme (Wang et al.,
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Figure 7. Top1 Accuracy vs Model Compression Ratio for ResNet-
56 on CIFAR-10 classification. Legend: Factorized Conv. Fil-
ters (Li et al., 2019a), Filter Distillation (Cuadros et al., 2020),
Learning Filter Basis (Li et al., 2019b).
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Figure 8. Top1 Accuracy vs Model Compression Ratio for WRN-
28-10 on CIFAR-10 classification. Legend: Wide Compression
(TR) (Wang et al., 2018).
2018) and is on par or better than other state-of-the-art
methods. It is worth noting that the line “T-Basis w/o basis”
contains vertical segments, corresponding to pairs of points
with (B,R) = (X,Y ) and (B,R) = (Y,X), with larger
rank consistently giving a better score.
Ablation study: rank adapters To understand the effect
of rank adapters on the learned weights, we extract ρ(`)
matrices from the compressed networks, sort them by de-
scending order, and normalize by the maximum value in
each layer, as shown in Fig. 6. One can see that some lay-
ers learn higher ranks, e.g., the last layer corresponding
the linear operator. Other (middle of the first row) have
learned lower rank representations. This observation sug-
gests the possibility of rank pruning of such layers. We
further experimented with the activation functions applied
to the rank adapters values and concluded that the exp yields
the best result. No rank adaptation incurred ∼1% drop of
performance.
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Table 1. Comparison of T-Basis with Tensor Ring Nets (Wang
et al., 2018) compressing (w/ Basis) WRN-28-10 on CIFAR-100.
Method Top1 Acc. Compress. %
T-Basis (B32 R8) 57.64 0.149
T-Basis (B32 R8 w/o B.) 57.64 0.098
TR 56.1 0.239
Baseline 78.3 100
Table 2. mIoU vs Model Compression Ratio (w/ Basis) for
DeepLabV3+ on VOC+SBD semantic segmentation task.
Method mIoU Compress. %
T-Basis (B128 R16) 55.97 1.372
T-Basis (B128 R32) 60.59 4.701
Baseline 61.26 100.0
ResNet-56 ResNet56 consists of a total of 0.85M uncom-
pressed parameters. In order to compare with the results
of (Li et al., 2019b) who also capitalize on the basis repre-
sentation, we comply with their training protocol and train
for 300 epochs. Results are presented in Fig. 7. It can be
seen that T-Basis is on par with “Learning Filter Basis”, and
outperforms other state-of-the-art by a significant margin.
WideResNet-28-10 WRN-28-10 is an enhanced ResNet
architecture (Zagoruyko & Komodakis, 2016); it contains
36.5M uncompressed parameters, which is considered a
heavy-duty network. We compare with (Wang et al., 2018)
in Table 1 and Fig. 8 in the extreme compression regime.
5.4. Large Networks: DeepLabV3+ on Pascal VOC
DeepLabV3+ (Chen et al., 2018b) is a standard network for
semantic segmentation. We choose ResNet-34 backbone as
a compromise between the model capacity and performance.
Pascal VOC (Everingham et al., 2010) and SBD (Hariharan
et al., 2011) datasets are often used together as a bench-
mark for semantic segmentation task. They are composed
of 10582 photos in the training and 1449 photos in the vali-
dation splits and their respective dense semantic annotations
with 21 classes. We train twice longer than the standard
training protocol – for 180K steps, original polynomial LR,
batch size 16, crops 384×384, without preloading ImageNet
weights to make comparison with the baseline fair.
Our best results (see Table 2) for semantic segmentation are
less than 1% away from the baseline with <5% of weights,
and judging by the validation curve slope at the end of train-
ing seen in Fig. 10, even longer training time is expected to
give improvement. A few visualizations from the validation
split can be found in Fig. 9. We conclude that transitioning
Figure 9. Semantic Segmentation predictions for a few images
from Pascal VOC dataset validation split, made by a DeepLabV3+
model with ResNet-34 backbone, and 21× reduction in the number
of parameters. Top to bottom: Input image, prediction by the
compressed model, prediction by baseline, ground truth.
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Figure 10. Performance of DeepLabV3+ on VOC+SBD semantic
segmentation over the course of training. The R = 32 model is
less than 1% away from the baseline with <5% of weights.
from toy datasets and models to large ones requires ranks
≥ 32 in order to maintain performance close to the baseline.
6. Conclusion
We introduced a novel concept for compressing neural net-
works through a compact representation termed T-Basis.
Motivated by the uniform weights sharing criterion and
the low-rank Tensor Ring decomposition, our parameteriza-
tion allows for efficient representation of Neural Networks
weights through a shared basis and a few layer-specific co-
efficients. We demonstrate that our method can be used
on top of the existing neural network architectures, such as
ResNets, does not require architectural changes, and intro-
duces just two global hyperparameters – basis size and rank.
Finally, T-Basis parameterization supports a broad range of
compression ratios and provides a new degree of freedom
to transfer the basis to other networks and tasks.
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